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lliTRODtJCTI OI 
The hake <Jierluccius a.rluccius L. > ranks aaong the aost important 

comaercially species in Greek Seas, a.aunting to soae 1200 tonnes annu
ally. The biology and the feeding habits of the species have been stu
died intensivelly for the last years <Caragitsou 6 Tsia.nidis, 1977; 
Tsi-.nidis et al., 1978; Tsi.,.nidis et al., 1985; Papaconstantinou et 
al. • 1986; Papaconstantinou 6 Caragitsou, 1987>. This paper presents 
results on the seasonal migration and fluctuation in abundance of 0 
group hake in the Patraikos Gulf <nursery ground>, and their implica
tions to fishing management. 

JIATBRI.&L Am> JIBTHODS 
A general fishing survey of the study area started in June 1983. 

From June 1983 to June 1985, year round trawl BIUiples were taken at 
collecting stations, at appro><iaately three .anth intervals. Trawl 
samples were taken in three areas, the Patraikos Gulf, the Korinthiakos 
Gulf and the Ionian Sea, by .sana of a 425 HP coaaercial trawling ves
sel. A 60 • trawl, with 28- stretch mesh bag, was used to make 30- 45 
min hauls at each stations. Age was deter•ined from otolith readings. 
Total mortality estimates were obtained fro• the catch-curve methods 
~~~~~r;..,!~:: Pauly, 1980>, while natural .artality fro• Pauly~s 

RBSULTS Am> DISCtJSSIOI 
The abrupt reduction of the .abundance of 0 age group between Sep

te•ber and Dece•ber in Patraikos Gulf, can not be attributed to the 
trawl fisheries, because the aaaples were taken in September, as also 
just before <end of Ioveaber) or after the start of the fishing season 
which, in this area, arlends fro• let Deceaber to 31th Jlarch. Therefo
re, the reduction of hake must be attributed to reasons, e><cept fis
hery, as aove.ant in neighbouring region or natural .artality. 

Fro• the seasonal distribution of the 0 group any substantial 
aoveaent of the group fro• the Patraikos to Korinthiakos Gulf or Ionian 
Sea between Septe•ber and Dece•ber can be concluded. Li•ited .:Jveaent 
to- -rds Ionian Sea seeas to take place· with the start of the nerl 
spring and particularly towards the sea area close to Patraikos, with 
depth up to 130 •· This area, as the seasonal length distribution ana
lysis proved, is the •i><ing area between two different hake population 
ca.ing one fro• the Patraikos gulf and the other fra. the Ionian. These 
two populations differ alaost by si>< aonths at the time of recruitaant. 

Kove.ant of the 0 group fro• Patraikos to Kor!.nthiakos Gulf seems 
to be rather iapropable d._ to the gea.:Jrphology of ·the area <strait 
Rio - Antirio>; also hake with length between 160-190 .. was found 
during winter simultaneously in the whole area of the korinthiakos 
Gulf, which is rather large, aoaething which indicates that the hake 
was born in the Korinthiakos area. 

The recruitment of the 0 group in Patraikos starts in June, beco
mes :.u:i- in Septeaber and reduces substantially in Dece•ber, despite 
the fact that the area is not fished (Table 1); therefore this 
reduction can only be attributed to the natural aortality. This 
conclusion is very iaportant because it .allows the evaluation of the 

TABLE 1. Total aortality of 0 and 1 group hake in the Patraikoe Gulf. 

Round : Io specimens: Total aortal! ty: Round : Io specimens: Total aortal 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
June 1983 399 0.845 :June 1984: 1228 0.887 
Septeaber 6363 1.302 : Septe•ber: 4276 1.502 
Dece•ber 760 1.089 :Iove•ber : 1812 1. 011 
Jlarch 576 1.020 :Jiarch 976 1.133 
June 1985 1448 0.788 

seasonal variation o:f abundance. Iatural aortality, which is by defi
nition constant, depends on two factors (a) nuaber of hake recruits and 
(b) environmental factors. The first factor seems to be variable in 
time as .low natural aortalityis obeerved in swmer and high aortality 
in autu.n which is mainly attributed to the high densities of young 
hake. In Ioveaber - Dece•ber a sharp decline in the abundance o:f young 
hake occurs as shown by the slope o:f the catch -curve. This decline is 
aeaociated with the decreasing abundance of young bake with size, as 
the- number of mature hake is saall and does not undergo seaeotusl oscil
lations. The second factor is considered rather constant. There are 
indication that the natural .artality o:f the 0 sroup in Patraikoe Gulf 
is due to the feeding habits and to food sbor- tags. Young- of-the-year 
hake preyed mainly on eupbauaiids and ..,..ids. The abundance o:f the last 
two invertebrates is the reason making this area the nursery ground for 
the hake. .As a result of the continous incre- ase af the abundance of 
the 0 group and the growth of -ch individual, euphausiids and aysids 
are not enaugh :for their feeding and tbere:fore increase fish aortality. 
Besides, in the area the presence of decapods and fishes which . for• the 
main prey o:f the larger bake is rather li•ited to st~pport such a large 
population. 

These findings have significant value for the fisheries manage
ment of the Patraikos Gulf, because this substantial quantities of the 
0 group hake should fished -d not left to natural .artality. 
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V-II47 
The relations of the Hake (Merlucclus merlucclys /L./), 

the Blue Whiting (Micromeslst!us poutassou/Risso/) 
and the Poor Cod (Trlsopterus mlnytys capelanus/Lac./) 

to the depth and bottom In the Adriatic 

Radosna MUZINIC 

Institute of Oceanography and Fisheries, Split (Yugoslavia) 

The catches of the studied fishes were obtained within the otter-trawling of the 
"Hvar" Fishery biological expedition, 1948 and 1949, mainly in the central and 
southern offshore Adriatic, at depths from 20 m to 382 m and at a mean de\'th of 125 m 
{KARLOVAC,O., 1956; MUZINIC and O.KARLOVAC, 1975). The means between the initial and 
fin1tl bottom depths of the hauls were used. Most of the hauls lasted 50-70 min. As 
small catches { <500 g) were omitted {KARLOVAC,O., 1959), the data on catches of blue 
wniting and poor cod are incomplete. Extreme total lengths for the hake catches were 
available {KARLOVAC, 0., unpublished data). Lower limits in the 1 em classes were 
applied. The standard deviations are used with the means. 

The hake was present in 98% of the "Hvar" catches (MUZINIC and O.KARLOVAC, 1975). 
In the 150-199 m interval 23% of the catches with 50% of the individuals were taken 
and in the 100-149 m interval 34% of the catches containing only 25% of the 
individuals; 25% and 8% of the catches from the 50-99 m and 200-249 m intervals 
included only 8% and 9% of the individuals (from unpublished data of O.KARLOVAC). Thus, 
the greatest number of the catches was recorded in the 100-149 m interval and that 
of the individuals in the 150-199 m interval. 

The uniqu.e or dominant mode in most of the larger hake catches did not exceed 20 em 
(KARLOVAC, J. and 0. KARLOVAC, unpublished data). Some relation of the lerigth range 
to the depth in the "Hvar" area was recorded (MUZINIC and 0. KARLOVAC, 1975). The 

~~~e! f~~:7 t:: ::~e~:. ~x~e~:~~~ !!~ :n:h~:::e t~;0:e::e l::::r:n~f ui::: !~:!t~~O o! 
13.7 ! 6. 73 em and 38.5 ! 10.00 em {from unpublished data of 0. KARLOVAC). 

The 47 catches containing blue whiting were recorded at depths from 141 m to 382 m, 
mostly from the 150-249 m interval and at a mean depth of 201 m {MUZINIC, 1984). 

In 24 catches with blue whiting from the 150-199 m interval 50% of the individuals 
were found and in 14 catches from the 200-249 m interval 22% of the individuals; 
however, only 3 catches from the 300-349 m interval included 25% of the individuals. 
In spite of the small number of catches and extremely variable numbers of individuals 
in them, a preference of the species for greater depths is obvious. The catches were 
made in the wider Jabuka Pit area {31) and southwards (16). However, the blue whiting 
was recorded in the shallow north-eastern channels (ZEI, 1949; CRNKOVIC, 1959, 1970). 

In the wider Palagruza I. waters the length of the blue whiting was 7-26 em (rare 
exceptions >22 em) (MUZINIC, 1984) and it might have been rather small in the whole 
"Hvar" area too. 

The 121 catches with poor cod were made at depths from 46 m to 258 m, mostly from 
the 100-199 m interval and at a mean depth of 140 m {MUZINIC, 1984). 

The 36% of the poor cod catches from each of the 100-149 m and 150-199 m intervals 
contained28%and48%of the individuals; in the 17% and 8% of the catches from the 50-99 m 
and 200-249 m intervals 9% and 14% of the individuals were found. However,the fish 
is also caught in the shallow inshore waters of the eastern Adriatic.· 

In the wider Palagruza 1. waters the poor cod showed a length of 3-19 em {MU!INIC, 
1984) and it might also have been rather small in the whole "Hvar" area. From an early 
sexual maturity in the poor cod from the north-eastern channels {KOTTHAUS and ZEI, 
1938; ZEI, 1940) a separate dwarf population was presumed (MUZINit, 1984). 

The catches of the hake, the blue whiting and the poor cod were taken above sandy 
and muddy bottoms. 53%, 87% and 67% of their catches realized above a muddy bottom 
included 69%,73% and 75% of the individuals respectively. In the "Hvar" area the 
muddy bottom was recorded, wi4!-h a few exceptions, at mean depths from 150 m to 199 m 
{data of MOROVIC, 1951). Therefore, a preference for such a bottom could not be 
presumed. 
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